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Time-resolved optical Kerr effect in a fragile glass-forming liquid, salol
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We report an optical Kerr effect experiment, performed on liquid and supercooled liquid salol, in order to
test some predictions of the mode-coupling theory of the liquid-glass transition. We show that this experiment
is sensitive mostly to the reorientational motion of the molecules and the corresponding correlation function
exhibits, above the critical temperatureTC , a von Schweidler relaxation followed by ana relaxation regime.
The critical temperature and the critical exponent derived from the analysis of the experiment are in good
agreement with the same quantities previously determined, in the frequency domain, through a depolarized
light-scattering experiment, by Liet al. @Phys. Rev. B46, 3343~1992!#. @S1063-651X~98!04702-3#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 78.20.Jq, 78.47.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

The liquid-glass transition of fragile molecular glas
forming liquids has been studied, during the past ten ye
by a large variety of experimental techniques such as in
herent and coherent quasielastic neutron scattering~QENS!
@1–3#, polarized@4,5# and depolarized light scattering~DLS!
@6–8#, and dielectric measurements@9,10# as well as through
molecular-dynamics~MD! computations@11#. Many of those
experiments and/or computations have aimed at testing
scheme, proposed by the mode-coupling theory~MCT!
@12~a!#, of an unattained dynamical transition at some te
peratureTC , always higher than the thermodynamical gla
transitionTg . Indeed, in its ideal version, this theory predic
the freezing, at temperatureTC , of any density fluctuation
whatever its wave vector, while other dynamical process
not taken into account in the ideal MCT, always restore
godicity belowTC . This theory makes in particular specifi
predictions for the dynamics of the density fluctuatio
aboveTC . In the vicinity of that temperature, these fluctu
tions, after a short-time dynamics~in the picosecond range!,
enter a relaxation process, itself divided into two parts:
intermediate regime, orb relaxation process, followed by
long time, ora relaxation process. In the latter, the norm
ized space Fourier transform of the correlation function
the density fluctuations decays as

fq~ t !5 f c
q exp$2@ t/ta~q!#b%. ~1!

A complete description of theb process, which follows a
universal dynamics, can be found in@12~b!#. For our pur-
pose, it is sufficient to recall that it may be characterized
each temperature, by ab relaxation timete , fq(t)2 f c

q ,
following the two scaling laws

fq~ t !2 f c
q5~T2TC!1/2hq~ t/te!

2a for t!te , ~2a!

fq~ t !2 f c
q52~T2TC!1/2hq~ t/te!

b for t@te , ~2b!

wherehq is a smooth function of the temperature anda and
b are two correlated positive numbers, temperature
571063-651X/98/57~2!/1912~9!/$15.00
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wave-vector independent. Moreover,te , which is also wave-
vector independent, is proportional to (T2TC)21/2a while ta
diverges as (T2TC)2g, with g5(1/2a11/2b). Finally, the
coefficient bq is bounded by the two inequalitiesb,bq
,1.

These predictions have been largely substantiated by
computations performed, for instance, on a mixture of t
types of Lennard-Jones particles@11# and also by experi-
ments made on some colloidal systems@13#. Nevertheless,
those cases may be partly pathological. Experimenta
have thus tried to test those predictions on real glass-form
liquids; molecular liquids have appeared to be good can
dates for such tests because MCT is a theory built up
atomic fluids, for which molecular fluids may be consider
a possible approximation. However, one requires a v
large dynamical range in order to check simultaneously
three different dynamical regimes, which strongly limits t
possible experimental techniques. In particular, to ch
properly the consistency between thea and theb relaxation
regimes in a neutron-scattering experiment, one need
Fourier transform theb relaxation data, obtained in the fre
quency regime on a time-of-flight machine, in order to co
pare them with thea relaxation data obtained with a spin
echo machine. This has been done, e.g., on orthoterph
~OTP! by Petry et al. @3#. In order to avoid the technica
uncertainties related to such a Fourier transform method,
has alternatively used the DLS technique that allows one
record, through a combination of various instruments,
entire dynamics in the frequency space, at least in some t
perature range close toTC .

Through this technique, one obtains the imaginary par
a susceptibility function, the DLSx9(v). This function ex-
hibits a two-peak structure: one at low frequency, related
the a relaxation process, and a second at high freque
created by the microscopic motion of the particles of t
fluid, these two regions being separated by a minimum. T
vicinity of this minimum should correspond to theb relax-
ation regime, for whichx9(v) can be approximated by

x9~v!5xmin

a~vte!
2b1b~vte!

a

a1b
. ~3!
1912 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Such experiments have been performed on a variety of f
ile glass-forming liquids, including an ionic salt mixture 0
Ca~NO3!2, 0.6 KNO3 @6# and some molecular liquids such a
salol @7#, OTP @8#, or metatoluidine@14#. The analysis of
these experiments has yielded values fora, b, andTC , con-
sistent with MCT: This means that the correct relations
betweena andb is fulfilled and that, with the help of thes
three quantities, it is possible to describe simultaneou
x9(v) in the vicinity of its minimum@Eq. ~3!#, the thermal
behavior of the value of this minimumxmin , as well aste(T)
andta(T). Unfortunately, there is a basic problem with th
DLS technique, namely, the difficulty of making precise t
light-scattering mechanisms responsible for these spectra
deed, in molecular liquids composed of optically anisotro
molecules, two different mechanisms may give rise to s
spectra. One is the rotation of the molecules, which indu
a local change of the susceptibility tensor of the liquid.
second one is the dipole-induced-dipole~DID! mechanism,
which originates from the fact that each molecule is pol
ized not only by the electric field, at frequencyv, of the laser
with which the experiment is performed, but also by t
dipoles created on all other molecules by the same laser e
tric field. In the absence of a molecular polarizability anis
ropy, only the second mechanism exists and the spect
reflects only the motion of the center of mass; vice ver
when the isotropic part of the polarisability tensor is sm
with respect to its anisotropic part, one detects only the m
lecular orientation motions. But when both effects are co
parable in magnitude, the situation is complex and it isa
priori difficult to disentangle the two types of effects and
distinguish between the types of motions. Numerical co
parisons between the integrated intensities produced by
two individual effects have shown that as soon as the po
izability anisotropy is not negligible, its integrated intens
is much larger than the one produced by the DID effect
lated to the center of mass motion and to the isotropic par
the polarizability tensor; the measurements of these i
grated intensities in some molecular liquids have shown
their values are in fact close to what would be predicted
the rotational effect alone@15#. Also, a measurement pe
formed on a glass-forming liquid, salol, diluted in CC4
showed@15~a!# that the extra susceptibility induced by th
diluted salol molecules exhibited the same two-peak str
ture as seen in pure salol. It was then tentatively dedu
from that experiment that the total DLS spectrum origina
from the molecular reorientation process. Because the M
of a monomolecular liquid@16# shows that both the correla
tion functions for the center of mass and for the reorientat
motion should exhibit, in the vicinity ofTC , the same three
different dynamical regimes, with the samea and b coeffi-
cients, the DLS experiments may be considered as good
of MCT, provided one assumes that the spectrum tot
originates from the rotational motion.

Such a point of view may be criticized because, e.g.
salol and in metatoluidine, the largest contribution to t
integrated intensity comes from the low-frequency part
the spectrum. It is thusa priori possible that thea peak
would originate from the reorientation motion, while th
high-frequency part could predominantly arise from the c
ter of mass motion; a recent comparison between the D
and the QENS spectra of OTP@17# suggests that this may b
the case in that liquid. Because the microscopic peak of
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susceptibility is affected very little by the freezing mech
nism, while the frequency of the maximum of thea relax-
ation process strongly decreases with temperature, a m
mum in the DLSx9(v) could take placeeven if the MCT
prediction of such a minimum would be incorrect. Indeed,
even if the center-of-mass motion exhibited no, or a ne
gible, a relaxation process, while the orientational motio
susceptibility function had no high-frequency maximum,
minimum in the susceptibility spectra would still appear
the sole consequence of an increasing separation betwee
two peaks upon cooling.

Within such a model, it is worthwhile to the shape of th
susceptibility curve below its minimum: There is gene
agreement for the description of thea relaxation processes a
a stretched exponential or Kolhrausch-Williams-W
~KWW! function @Eq. ~1!#. A first-order development of the
exponential shows that the corresponding susceptib
should then decrease asv2b. Such a prediction contrast
with all the DLS experiments on fragile molecular liquid
analyzed so far; these experiments have shown that the s
tra display, in the vicinity of the minimum, the form pre
dicted by Eq.~3!, which is the sum of a high-frequency pro
cess inva and a low frequency part inv2b. As b,b, this
slower decay of the high-frequency tail of thea relaxation
process with respect to thev2b prediction is a nontrivial
result; therefore, it is important to show that such a deca
an intrinsic property of a one-correlation function andnot an
artifact introduced by the addition, to thea relaxation pro-
cess, of the low-frequency tail of a high-frequency spectr
generated by a different scattering process. The present p
describes an optical Kerr effect experiment performed
salol ~Tm5315 K, Tg5218 K, andTC526065 K!, which
shows that the value ofb deduced from the analysis of th
vicinity of the minimum of its DLSx9(v) is an intrinsic
property of some dynamical correlation function of this m
lecular liquid. The artifact described above is thus not
major origin of this minimum.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section II p
sents a qualitative discussion of the mechanisms involve
an optical Kerr effect~OKE! experiment and shows that suc
an experiment provides information mostly related to t
molecular orientation motion. Section III describes this OK
experiment, recalls the relationship between the OKE sig
and the orientational correlation function, makes precise
experimental setup, and presents the raw data collected
Sec. IV, after recalling the previous experimental results
tained on salol that are relevant for the present paper,
perform a numerical analysis of our data, the results of wh
are discussed in detail in Sec. V. Section VI summarizes
findings.

II. OKE IN MOLECULAR LIQUIDS:
A QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION

As stated in Sec. I, the analysis of a DLS experime
performed on a molecular liquid consisting of optically a
isotropic molecules is a complicated problem because b
the center-of-mass motion and the orientational motion c
tribute to the signal. The word ‘‘contribute’’ is in fact no
precise enough because this ‘‘contribution’’ acts at two d
ferent levels. One is the dynamical level: Both types of m
tion correspond to the dynamical degrees of freedom in e
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librium with the thermal bath. In the classical limit, the
have a thermal mean energy equal tokBT. The second leve
is the light-scattering one: Both types of motion generat
change in the total susceptibility of the liquid.

In our OKE experiment, we send a ‘‘subpicosecond’’ p
larized light beam~the pump!, which very rapidly generate
a macroscopic optical anisotropy in the liquid; the decay
this birefringence is later monitored through the change
polarization of a second polarized laser beam~the probe!,
which propagates in the liquid in the same direction as
pump. The basic point we want to make in this section
that, in our experiment, the pump will efficaciously pertu
the orientational equilibrium of the liquid, while the positio
of the center of mass will be affected very little by the initi
pumping field. Furthermore, we will point out that the d
namical coupling of translational and orientational dynam
will have no important effect on the measured signal.

It has been argued that an experiment performed in
time domain with a pulse of infinitely short duration give
exactly the same information as an experiment performe
the frequency domain, the two response functions being c
nected by a Fourier transform@18,19#. Vice versa, for a pulse
of finite duration, there is a frequency filtering effect on t
excitation and probing mechanism@20#. This effect is par-
ticularly important to define which molecular dynami
dominates the time domain response function: Typica
there is a strong enhancement of the low-frequency dyn
ics compared to the high-frequency one. A precise definit
of the excited and probed dynamics is very complex wh
several molecular degrees of freedom are dynamic
coupled. This is why we must make use here of a rat
intuitive picture of our OKE experiment on salol.

Let us first look at the effect of the initial pump puls
considering that the pulse duration does not provide
resonance with the high-frequency dynamics. Its elec
field has two effects on the molecules, considered here
rigid objects. On the one hand, through the anisotropic p
of the molecules’ polarizability tensor, this field develops,
each molecule, a dipole that is not parallel to the field a
thus creates a torque that tends to align its polarizab
tensor with the field. On the other hand, the presence
gradient in the field produces a force on the molecu
through its coupling with its own dipole, which tends
translate the molecule. We already mentioned, in the In
duction, that the low-frequency part of the spectrum is due
the reorientation dynamics of the molecules. Filtering t
part of the spectrum by the pulse shape means that we
hance the torque effect~rotation of the molecules! with re-
spect to the gradient effect that generates the motion of
center of mass.

The center-of-mass motion could also have another
gin: The laser field has a Gaussian transverse profile and
must consider a possible effect of the field gradient on
OKE signal. This gradient originates from the radial dist
bution of the field in the pump beam. The inhomogeneity
the electric field creates an inhomogeneous electrostrict
which could result in a force on each center of mass; beca
the pump beam is rather broad, the electrostriction grad
is weak and so is this secondary effect.~We note also that
this effect has a radial symmetry. As the probe beam pro
gates parallel to the axis of symmetry of this inhomogene
a
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it does not experience any anisotropy associated with
effect.!

In summary, when the molecule has an anisotropic po
izability, it is a very good approximation to consider that it
only the electrical torque that gives rise to the initial optic
orientational anisotropy of the liquid and that this torque,
well as the pump beam, does not generate an apprec
effect on the position of the center of mass.

Let us now discuss whether a slow hydrodynamics mo
could be induced indirectly by an orientational-translation
coupling, taking place during the relaxation processes,
contribute to the decay measured by the OKE experim
The orientational anisotropy induced by the pump beam
characterized by a very smallq vector ~not bigger than the
inverse of the laser beam spot size@18#! and for such values
of q the relaxation of hydrodynamic modes is extreme
slow and out from the measured time window. Also, o
cannot invoke a recombination effect ofq;0 orientational
modes intoqÞ0 hydrodynamics modes, which is quite un
likely. In fact, the decay of the induced anisotropy tak
place partly through the deexcitation of localized libratio
and partly through a direct thermalization process. None
these effects is able to create, by recombination, a ma
scopic effect more pronounced in one direction ofq than in
any other: The decay of the OKE signal is thus the same
the decay of a normal orientation fluctuation in the liquid
equilibrium, but, in first approximation, it is not mixed wit
contributions from the center-of-mass dynamics, contrary
the case of the DLS signal.

Let us finally remark that the preceding argument do
not precisely determine the value of the polarizability tens
In the presence of a DID interaction, the bare polarizabi
tensor is renormalized and a precise definition of this ren
malization effect, as well as a numerical calculation of t
effect in the case of the CS2 molecule, can be found, fo
instance, in@21#. The technique used in that paper is valid f
the case of axially symmetric molecules; another method
to be used for less symmetrical cases@22#. The only aspect
that is worth pointing out here is that the main quantity th
enters into the renormalization procedure is the produc
the isotropic part of the bare polarizability tensor by the flu
density. Because the density does not change with the or
tational order created by the pump, the effective polariza
ity tensor does not change during the OKE experiment
the renormalization effect will not have to be taken into a
count in the analysis of such an experiment.

III. OKE EXPERIMENTS

A. Time-resolved OKE experiment

As already mentioned, in a transient OKE experiment,
excitation pulse produces a transient anisotropy in
sample, which is monitored by the change of polarization
a probe pulse. The intensity of the new polarization com
nent of the probe pulse can be written as@18,23#

S~t!}E
2`

1`

I p~ t2t!F E
2`

t

R~ t2t8!I e~ t8!dt8G2

dt, ~4!

where t is the delay between the pump and probe puls
R(t) is the response function of the system, andI p andI e are
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the average intensities of the probe and pump fields, res
tively. When the duration of the pulses is short compared
the characteristic response time, which is the case in
experiment for times larger than approximately 1 ps,
pulses being approximately 200 fs long, the convolution
Eq. ~4! can be forgotten, yielding

S~ t !}uR~ t !u2. ~5!

Ignoring the electronic contribution that responds adiab
cally to the exciting field, as long as the system has an
godic dynamics, which is always the case forT.TC , R(t)
can be directly connected with the time-dependent corr
tion function of the linear susceptibility of the molecul
liquid through

R~ t2t0!52
u~ t2t0!

kBT

]

]t
^x i j ~2q,t0!x i j ~q,t !&. ~6!

In this expressionx5«0(«21) is the macroscopic linea
susceptibility,kB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the tem-
perature, andu(t) is the Heaviside step function. Note tha
in an OKE experiment, the excited anisotropy is charac
ized by a zero wave vector, so that we must considerq;0.

Let us stress again that, in a molecular liquid, for tim
longer than the relaxation times of internal degree of fr
dom of the molecule, the macroscopic linear susceptibi
may be considered as the sum of rigid molecular polariza
ity tensors~second-rank tensors!: The correlation function
entering Eq.~6! will be sensitive mainly to the collective
orientational dynamics probed through these second-r
tensors. As MCT proposes an analytic form for this corre
tion function for both thea and theb relaxation regimes, the
form of R(t) is also known; it will thus be possible to com
pare the results of an OKE experiment to those predicti
independently in those two regimes.

B. Experimental setup

The experimental apparatus has been presented in d
in a previous paper@24#. The 100-ps output pulses of a c
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser~where YAG denotes yttrium
aluminum garnet!, with a repetition rate of 82 MHz, are firs
fiber compressed into approximately 5-ps duration pul
and then duplicated and used to synchronously pump a
laser~rhodamine 590!. The 350-fs dye laser pulses are aga
fiber compressed to about 100 fs. An amplification syste
made of three dye cells and pumped by aQ-switched
Nd:YAG laser ~30 Hz!, is used to reach an energy of a
proximately 100mJ per pulse. The amplified pulses are
nally beam split: half of the energy is sent directly to t
experiment as the pump signal and the other half is targ
on a water cell to produce a continuum spectrum. A narr
frequency band is selected from this continuum and am
fied, which will form the probe signal, used in conjunctio
with a delay line. The specifications of the system are 150
600 nm, and 5mJ ~energy on the sample! for the pump pulse
and 200 fs, 580 nm, and 1mJ for the probe pulse.

The salol~phenyl-salicylate! was purchased from Merc
~purity greater than 99%! and purified by vacuum distillation
using a Vigreux tube. The purified salol produced a ve
stable supercooled liquid phase that could be kept as suc
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several months at room temperature. The sample was ke
a quartz cell of very good optical quality and the temperat
was controlled by a cryostat system having an accuracy
60.1 K.

C. Data collection and handling

Due to the large dynamical range and the broad time w
dow needed to follow the relaxation processes taking pl
in a supercooled liquid, the OKE signal was recorded se
rately for different time scales: 0–10 ps, 0–100 ps, and 0
ns. For each time range, we performed repeated scans o
optical delay line in order to obtain a good signal-to-no
ratio. The alignment of the optical delay line was tested sc
pulously before each scan. Then we carefully joined the
cay curves corresponding to different time windows, mat
ing their overlapping range; as can be seen in Fig. 1, wh
we show the square root of the measured OKE signal for
temperatures, this signal decays for more than three dec
in time. The data were collected from 363 K down to 293
the lowest temperature at which we were able to get a
sonable signal; in the rest of this paper we shall always r
resent and call ‘‘signal’’ the square root ofS(t), i.e., the
absolute value ofR(t). All the curves of Fig. 1 turned out to
be practically identical from approximately 1 ps to a fe
picoseconds. Conversely, the long-time part of this signa
very sensitive to the temperature: The lower the temperat
the slower the corresponding decay; it is only the second
of these curves that will be analyzed in Sec. IV.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE OPTICAL MEASUREMENT

A. Previous dynamical results on salol

Let us summarize here the results, obtained during
past five years or so, on the dynamics of supercooled salo
the vicinity of its critical temperatureTC that are pertinent to
the MCT analysis we shall perform in Sec. IV B. Expe
ments were performed by Liet al. @7# by the DLS technique
and analyzed within the framework of the ideal version
MCT briefly summarized in the Introduction. It yielded
value of theb coefficientb50.64 ~whencea50.33! as well

FIG. 1. OKE signal of salol. The temperatures are, from top
bottom, 293, 303, 313, 323, 333, 343, 353, and 363 K. The differ
curves have been vertically shifted by a factor 10 to allow fo
clear view of them.
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as TC525565 K. These authors also deduced from th
measurements a value for the stretching coefficientb50.86
approximately constant aboveTC as well as values ofta(T)
for temperatures ranging from 383 K down to 273 K. Th
found that this version of MCT could fit their experimen
from the vicinity of TC up to 313 K for the region of the
minimum of x9(v) and could be extended to 383 K fo
ta(T). The line shape of the Brillouin spectrum produced
the longitudinal phonons was analyzed later on within
same framework@4#: It confirmed the approximate locatio
of TC (TC5275610 K), but it was found that the maximum
linewidth of the phonon took place at a temperature at wh
the maximum of the DLSx9(v) was at a much lower fre
quency than the Brillouin peak. A detailed comparison b
tween the values ofta(T) obtained in the DLS@hereafter
calledtVH(T)# and in the Brillouin scattering@tVV(T)# ex-
periments showed that, in the whole region of accuracy
the two experiments,tVH(T) exceededtVV(T) by a factor
larger than 10@25#. Another analysis of the same longitud
nal phonon dynamics was performed by Yang and Nel
@5# via a reportedly impulsive stimulated thermal scatter
technique, through which the decay of the phonons was a
lyzed in the time regime. This experiment confirmed t
value of TC obtained earlier, reported a decrease of the
efficient b below TC , but displayed ana relaxation process
characterized bytVH(T) and not bytVV(T) at the tempera-
ture at which the two experiments could be compared.

The existence of a minimum in the susceptibility spec
was demonstrated not only in the DLS experiment but a
by a QENS experiment performed on a hydrogenated sam
~incoherent scattering! between 343 and 241 K@26#. This
technique tests only the self-correlation function of the po
tions of the center of mass: The experiment yielded, for e
temperature, a position of the susceptibility minimum ind
pendent of the scattered wave vector and this position c
cided with the value obtained in the DLS experiment close
TC , but, for T2TC.10 K, its value increased less rapid
than in the DLS experiment. Also, the low-frequency cut
of the experiment did not allow for a detailed analysis of t
shape ofx9(v) far below the value of its minimum; the
value of the coefficientb then could not be obtained from th
QENS experiment and the need for a measurement of
coefficient independent from the early measurement of@7#
was one of the motivations of this work.

B. Fitting procedure

Equations~5! and ~6!, in conjunction with Eqs.~1! and
~2!, are the necessary ingredients for the comparison of
OKE data with the predictions of MCT. Equations~1!, ~2a!,
and ~2b! give the form of the correlation function for thre
different regimes: thea relaxation regime at very long times
with a KWW decay@Eq. ~1!#, characterized byta(T) andb;
the two asymptotic parts of theb regime, i.e., the so-called
critical region for t!te @Eq. 2~a!#; and the von Schweidle
~VS! regime forte!t!ta @Eq. ~2b!#, both characterized by
a power law with exponentsa andb, respectively.

To compare the data of Fig. 1 with the MCT prediction
we must use the time derivatives of Eqs.~2! and~1!: In theb
regime we had to fit our data with
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f b~ t !'At~212a!, t!te ~7a!

f b~ t !'Bt~211b!, t@te , ~7b!

while, in thea regime, we tested the fitting function

f a~ t !;~b/t !~ t/ta!b exp@2~ t/ta!b#. ~8!

Making a comparison between such articulated relaxa
predictions and the experimental data was not an easy t
so we had to reduce somewhat the number of free par
eters; in order to test the quantities we were mostly interes
in, we only fixed theb factor to the literature value of L
et al. @7#. We then fitted the long-time part of our data
f a(t) @Eq. ~8!# usingta as a fit parameter: At each temper
ture, the time window was chosen to optimize the quality
fit and the best value ofta(T) was obtained through a stan
dard nonlinear least square fitting.

After having found thea regime parameter, we moved t
the b regime, i.e., we tried to fit the data corresponding
times shorter than the KWW regime. We first tried this
using Eqs.~7!, neither of which is a good approximation o
the derivative of the exactb correlator fort'te , but which
properly describe the two asymptotic regimes. Our reason
not making use of the fullT.TC b correlator for this fit is
that we rapidly realized that the critical decay@Eq. ~7a!#
corresponded to times shorter than or of the order of 2–3
Since in this time region our signal is partly polluted b
parasitic effects, we decided not to take into account t
time domain, i.e., not to try to measure separately the co
ficient a, but rather to concentrate on the VS part@Eq. ~7b!#,
which gave access to the coefficientb. The range of fitting of
our data was thus limited, at long times, by the beginning
the KWW regime and, at short times, by the time belo
which a good fit to Eq.~7b! could not be obtained.

For each temperature, a value of the coefficientb was
then obtained. Figure 2 shows, as an example, an OKE si
decay for an intermediate temperature 323 K: At this te
perature, the range of fitting of the VS function extends fro

FIG. 2. OKE signal at 323 K and its two fitting functions: de
rivative of a KWW function f a(t);(b/t)(t/ta)bexp@2(t/ta)b#
~dashed line! for t.25 ps and derivative of a VS functionf b(t)
;Bt211b ~dotted line! for 6 ps,t,25 ps. The fits parameters ar
given in Table I and the vertical arrows indicate the two limits
the VS regime.
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TABLE I. Values of the fitting parameterb and results of the fitting procedure:a relaxation timeta , VS
coefficientb, and the range of time~Range! and measured duration (Dt) of this process. The relaxation time
measured by DLS in@7# are shown for comparison in the fourth column. An asterisk denotes an interpo
time.

T ~K!

a regime b regime

ba ta ~ps! tVH ~ps!a b Range~ps! Dt ~ps!

293 0.88 628 522 0.6 6–50 44
303 0.86 429 370 0.68 6–45 39
313 0.86 286 233 0.57 6–35 29
323 0.86 200 179 0.66 6–25 19
333 0.83 127 128 0.71 6–20 14
343 0.84 104 81* 0.67 5–18 13
353 0.84 86 63* 0.64 5–15 10
363 0.83 65 62 0.43 4–12 8

aFrom Ref.@7#.
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fit
6 ps up to 25 ps and for the KWW part from 25 ps to abo
600 ps. The best fit was obtained forb50.6660.06 andta
5200620 ps, takingb50.86.

Within the accuracy of our signal, our fits show that,
general, there is a small intermediate region where the lab
regime and the earlya regime appear to overlap slightly
Vice versa, at the lowest temperature used~293 K! there
exists a short intermediate region where neither the VS
the KWW function is able to fit the data perfectly. In Table
we report the results of our fits for all the temperature a
lyzed, including the time range~Range! and time length (Dt)
during which the VS function fits the relaxation properl
Our data support a substantial temperature independenc
the stretching factorb.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The analysis performed in Sec. IV B has shown that
signal obtained in our OKE experiment could be analyzed
the successive appearance of three different regimes:! a
‘‘short-time’’ portion, ending approximately at 2 or 3 p
where the signal was difficult to analyze within the MC
scheme and to which we shall return at the end of this s
tion; b! an ‘‘intermediate-time’’ regime, extending, rough
speaking, from 5 ps to a value ranging, depending on t
perature, from 12 to 50 ps, where the signal could be fit
by Eq. ~7b!; and c! a ‘‘long-time’’ decay, which started ap
proximately at the end of the previous period, where
signal could be fitted with the help of Eq.~8!.

Both Eqs.~7b! and~8! are the results expected from MC
@12~a!#. To proceed further with the comparison between t
theory and our results, we must now analyze them m
carefully and discuss them in the light of the experimen
results recalled in Sec. IV A.

A. The von Schweidler part

The first objective of the present paper was to obtai
value of the coefficientb, only measured, up to now in@7#,
in the context of the ideal version of MCT. Table I show
that if we discard the measurement performed at the hig
temperature (T5363 K), where the fitting domain for the
VS process becomes short enough to lead to large nume
t
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uncertainties, the values obtained for the coefficientb are
fairly constant, as expected from MCT: They give a me
valueb50.64 with deviations appearing as statistical erro
with respect to this mean value. Our value is remarka
equal to its determination, made in@7#, in the frequency do-
main, up to 313 K; it thus confirms, at the same time, that
b relaxation regime could be seen in the DLS experim
and the value of the coefficient that was deduced from it

B. The a relaxation process

Let us now analyze the values ofta as a function of
temperature. As in the case of the coefficientb, our values
are very close totVH(T) obtained in@7# by the DLS tech-
nique; this is shown in the fourth column of Table I, whe
we have reported the interpolation oftVH(T) at the tempera-
tures of our experiment. The analysis in@7# of the viscosity
data@27,28# yielded a value ofTC5263 K, which is almost
the mean value between the DLS value and the longitud
phonon damping value@4#. We have represented, in Fig. 3
our values forta(T) and have compared them with the MC
prediction ta(T)5t0(T2TC)2g, taking TC5260 K andg
52.31, in accordance with the value found forb. The fit is
quite good, givingt0;2.33106 psec/K2g.

FIG. 3. ta ~h! vs temperature. The continuous line is a
according to the MCT scaling lawta5t0(T2Tc)

2g.
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There exists a previous OKE experiment on salol, p
formed by Ho and Alfano@29# twenty years ago at a tim
where MCT had not yet been formulated and the stretc
character of thea decay had not been fully recognized. H
and Alfano thus analyzed their data with a simple expon
tial decay and could describe only the longest part of th
signal. Due to the small value of 12b, the simple exponen
tial law was a rather good approximation to thea decay and
their values of thea relaxation time are in fact very simila
to ours, in the temperature range we explored.

Another aspect of our results is the consistent assess
of the dynamical mechanism responsible for the DLS sp
trum below the minimum of its susceptibility. Due to th
filtering effect, our OKE experiment is mostly sensitive
the collective rotational dynamics of the salol molecules a
as it should, ourta(T), measured in the long-time limit, ar
identical to thetVH(T) measured, in the DLS experiment,
the low-frequency domain. However, because we h
mostly excited the rotational dynamics, it was not obvio
that, in the intermediate-time regime, we should obtain atb

law with the sameb as measured from the susceptibili
minimum. The fact that we detected this regime implies t
the latter is the long-time part of theb relaxation related to
the reorientation dynamics. One can thus wonder whe
there is any contribution of the DID mechanism related
the motion of the center of mass well below that minimu
This motion could have contributed to the DLS signal in tw
different ways.

One way is that the von Schweidler part ofx9(v) was
simply the low-frequency part of this DID contribution
which could in principle have an exponent different fro
that of the rotational dynamics. This possibility is ruled o
by the present experiment: The same VS signal~i.e., the
same power law with the same nontrivial exponent! is de-
tected in the OKE experiment, which has practically no co
tribution from the motion of the center of mass.

The second way is that the center of mass has essen
the same dynamics as the orientational motion so that
two types of motion cannot be distinguished. Though this
not impossible, we must stress that the analysis of the B
louin scattering experiment@25# shows that, in theq→0
limit, the relaxation time of the density fluctuationstVV(T)
is at least ten times shorter than that of the orientation fl
tuations tVH(T) in the same limit. It is unlikely that the
increase of the relaxation times of the density fluctuatio
with q is so large that the signal corresponding to allq would
have approximately the same dynamics as the reorienta
one.

Let us conclude this subsection by noting that the ide
fication of ta(T) with a reorientation time makes it difficul
to interpret some of the results of Yang and Nelson@5#: As
already mentioned, their relaxation times appear to be
low-temperature continuation oftVH(T) and they are much
longer than the timestVV(T) detected in the direct Brillouin
scattering experiment@4,25#. A possible explanation is tha
those authors were only able to detect the end part of
longitudinal phonons relaxation process, which may be s
sitive to the molecular reorientation motion through t
orientation-translation coupling@22,30#. Another possibility
is that the temperature ranges where the two experim
have the best sensitivity do not overlap and that the lo
r-
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temperature values oftVV(T) of @5# may be continued by the
high-temperature values of@4,25#. More work has to be done
to clarify this point.

C. A possible measurement of theb relaxation time

An interesting aspect of the numerical analysis of our d
performed in Sec. IV is the crossover between theb relax-
ation regime and thea relaxation decay. Equation~2b! states
that fq(t) would tend to2` for t→` if a crossover to Eq.
~1! would not take place. This means that in the crosso
regionfq(t) will decrease less rapidly than predicted by E
~2b! and so will its derivative. One thus expects that t
crossover region will be characterized by a rapid decreas
the absolute value of the slope of the curve of our sig
versus temperature, this is what can be seen in the partic
example of Fig. 2.

If fq(t) is plotted asfq( t̂), with t̂5t/ta , asb does not
depend on temperature, the time-temperature superpos
principle ~TTSP! holds for 1< t̂ but should not be valid for
t̂!1. It has been already noticed~see, e.g.,@11#! that the
value of t̂05t0 /ta below which the TTSP does not hol
decreases withT2TC because the ratiote /ta goes to zero in
this limit. This result should also be valid for an OKE e
periment where one measures the derivative offq(t); Fig. 4
shows that this is indeed the case as the lower the temp
ture, the sooner the signal joins the TTSP curve.

A check of the value of the coefficienta and of the ap-
proximate b relaxation time thermal evolution has bee
made as an extension of the previous remark. We alre
mentioned that the rapid decrease of our signal below 2
ps, visible in Fig. 2, is slightly temperature dependent. T
decay may be due to some tail of the fast dynamical proc
which here is the libration motion induced by the pump a
obscures the existence of the critical decay. To check
value of the coefficienta, we have explored another rout
Equation~2b! should be valid from a value oft/te represent-
ing, in theb relaxation master function, the beginning of th
VS regime, up to a timetc where the crossover phenomeno
begins to take place;tc could also be proportional tote .
With such an hypothesis,Dt, in Table I, which is the total
time during which the VS process is visible, should also
proportional tote and should behave as (T2TC)21/2a. We

FIG. 4. Rescaled signals vst/ta . The lower the temperature
the sooner the time temperature superposition principle is fulfill
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checked the validity of that hypothesis, using the value
a50.33 corresponding tob50.64 and the same value o
TC5260 K. Figure 5 shows that the proposed relationship
approximately valid in the temperature range explor
which confirms the value ofa indirectly deduced from the
VS process.

VI. SUMMARY AND FINAL REMARKS

The discussion in Sec. V has shown that our results
consistent with a certain predictions of MCT that are va
for any correlation function. They contain the followin
characteristics: an intermediate-time regime~b relaxation!,
which is the fastest regime we can safely analyze, beha
ast2b; a long-time limit, behaving as a stretched exponen
with a relaxation timeta(T) and a stretching exponent fu
filling the inequality b,b,1; and the merging of the
asymptoticb process into thea process taking place at
crossover timetc increasing less rapidly thanta(T). We
have also found that the total time during which the V
approximation is valid, which we can identify withtc , is

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the fitting rangesDt of the
VS function f b(t);Bt211b ~h! vs temperature. The continuou
line is a fit according to the MCT scaling lawte5t0(T
2Tc)

21/2a, predicted for theb relaxation process.
H

B
.
. E

B.

B

f

is
,

re

g
l

proportional to the relaxation time of theb relaxation pro-
cess.

As argued in Sec. II, there is only one correlation functi
detected in our OKE experiment, namely, the orientatio
correlation function corresponding to a second-rank tenso
an isotropic medium. The value of theb coefficient we mea-
sured was, as predicted by MCT, fairly independent of te
perature. Also, the temperature behavior ofta(T) was ful-
filled, using for the coefficientg the value inferred from the
coefficientb and a critical temperatureTC;260 K.

Comparing our results with those obtained by Liet al. @7#
in a DLS experiment, we could identify ourta(T) with the
relaxation timetVH(T) of theira relaxation process, giving a
consistent proof that, at low frequency, their experiment
tected only the same orientational relaxation process as
OKE experiment.

Finally, the value of the coefficientb we obtained coin-
cides with the value proposed in@7#. This provides ana
posteriori basis and support for the existence of a minimu
in the susceptibility data and for its temperature evolutio
explained by the MCT mechanism and not by the comp
tion between a low-frequency rotationala spectrum and a
higher-frequency DID, center-of-mass-induced, spectru
This does not mean that the high-frequency peak could
have mainly its origin in the motion of the centers of ma
detected by the DID mechanism. It simply implies that t
contribution of the reorientation process to the DLS susc
tibility spectrum, below its minimum, is large enough to im
pose the position of the minimum, even if the motion of t
center of mass does not follow the MCT predictions in
temperature domain as large as the orientational motion
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